
COMPANIES LOSING MONEY DUE TO LOW PRODUCTIVITY WHEN

EMPLOYEES STEAL TIME BY COMING IN LATE

Time theft results when activities during paid work hours are not For companies of all sizes, the unnecessary expense of
time theft can coming in late, taking a little extra time for lunch, or leaving early? stealing hours per week, the amount of
money you are losing Keep an eye on performance.

Most of the material you purchase eventually goes hopefully to the customer. Supplies and properties.
Merchandise or Goods. Productivity, yes. Hannah Sullivan February 1, at pm Great point, Rachel. Track
employee performance, and keep workers on task by rewarding them for a job well done. See Aguilar v.
Define Cell Phone Etiquette Not only do cell phones distract their owners, but calls can be especially annoying
to the employees sitting close to the talker. Only cell phones are affected. When you know you have the right
people on your team, the next step is figuring out how secure your building is, and where potential weaknesses
may be. Since she is new how can I be direct but be understanding since the rest of my staff is not the issue!
This is a common type of employee theft in retail stores. Fraudulent Disbursements This is a much more
serious type of employee theft than the others, because it is typically committed by an employee who has an
intimate understanding of the systems in place in the company. In fact, the U. I have a firm no cell phone
policy, which I explain at the start when hiring a new employee. If you find yourself in an elevator with
someone who makes you nervous, get off as soon as possible. Should I pull her aside directly or have brief
team meeting about cell phones then follow up with email? Some cases involved the theft of small amounts of
money over many years, he said. Bringing home reams of stationery paper or boxes of pens from the supplies
inventory at the office qualifies as employee theft. If only you can keep everything under lock and key, then
there would be no problem. We have to not only safeguard our property, but our information, too. Skimming
These are crimes committed "off the books. This is because it is among the big reasons for the business to
incur losses and eventually causing it to close shop. To be a little more comprehensive: Regardless of different
types of theft in the workplace, any kind of misuse, abuse and stealing of employer or business assets by an
employee counts as employee theft. Also, while the following examples are mostly operator-related, please be
aware that being a manager does not make someone honest automatically, although in my experience
higher-ups usually prefer accounting tricks with, for example, travel expenses rather than stealing from the
shop floor. Using phones for texting or without connecting to the installed Bluetooth devices for such use in
the vehicles are a dismissible offence and not negotiable. When an employee is talking on their call phone
while climbing a ladder and falls- guess who covers the accident claim. These findings somehow agree with
the generalizations that can be made from the results of the 28th Annual Theft Survey conducted by Jack L.
For example, business calls and brief conversations or texts with family members may be okay, but playing
games or downloading music is not. How can you battle time theft? Encourage a culture of teamwork. He
could say that he would not have stolen if the company paid him enough, or if the supervisor granted his
application for a loan.


